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Abstract
The present study aims to report on the perceptions of a group of English as a foreign (EFL) teachers’ on content-based instruction (CBI) in English as a foreign language teaching and its effectiveness for primary school students. The teachers participating in the study offered English as a foreign language through CBI and they were interviewed about their perspectives in terms of CBI lessons and the nature of overall program. In-service English language teachers working with young language learners received questions about the effectiveness of CBI, the advantages and disadvantages of implementation of CBI and their experiences and observations with it. The results show that CBI is a major opportunity for language teachers to increase the quality of English instruction with young language learners. Teaching and learning through content is fun and worthwhile both for students and teachers. Data collected through focus group interview reveal that teachers have positive attitudes towards CBI and they are quite informed about the scope and effectiveness of this instructional program for young language learners. Findings of the present study have important implications for policy makers and educational planning in Turkey by creating authentic learning opportunities integrating content matter with foreign language instruction.
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Introduction

Content-based instruction (CBI) in foreign language teaching has been used in various educational contexts such as content-based academic writing courses, ESP (English for Specific Purposes) courses since 1980 and its popularity in Europe increased in the 1990s (Richards & Rodgers, 2001). This method aims to teach foreign language and content at the same time. Barwell (2005) defines CBI as teaching and learning the target language through subject areas (mathematics, science, arts, etc.) in the same classroom, at the same time. Richards and Rogers (2001) stated that CBI is a foreign language teaching method shaped around a certain topic or content. In CBI, students focus on the structure of the language around the identified topic. In this way, content and language learning takes place simultaneously and language learners are exposed to the target language with authentic materials. Coyle (2007) indicated that CBI includes the learning of the target language and it is used as a vehicle for content learning for authentic and meaningful language learning classrooms. With this method, students learn a foreign language in relation to the world in their own natural environment. It offers students an opportunity to communicate the target language in an environment which is rich in authenticity and acquisitional processes. In this way, implicit language learning takes place which is unconscious. In teaching English to young language learners, the focal point for language development and in-classroom-dynamics are more fluency rather than accuracy-oriented. In other words, it aims to enable students to use the second language communicatively around meaningful tasks and purposes (Davila & Vela, 2011). The main purpose is to be able to communicate with each other in a foreign language within the framework of the content.

The first implementation of CBI in Turkish context started at Anatolian High Schools. The system proved to be successful at the acquisition of EFL. According to Bozdoğan and Karlıdağ (2013), CBI has not been comprehensively applied at all education levels in Turkey. CBI is observed mainly in universities at some faculties. It is mentioned in Turkey’s Education Vision 2023 that different disciplines, such as mathematics, natural sciences, social sciences, and the visual arts will be integrated with English language education so that students can use the foreign language in various fields.

Content-based teaching facilitates communication for students by providing an authentic language learning environment. According to Tedick, Jorgensen and Geffert (2001), as the language occurs in a meaningful context, language acquisition takes place naturally. Students learn the target foreign language in its natural environment, not in molds. Contents are organized coherently in CBI so students remember and transfer to the long-term memory more feasibly (Davila & Vela, 2011). It is also another advantage of CBI that students who have negative attitudes towards English course receive opportunities to convert their negative attitudes to the positive (British Council, 2013).

Marsh (2008), viewed CBI as a combination of language and subject learning. In CBI classes, teachers want students to practice the language through content. CBI integrates language learning with the learning of some other content that students are interested so it is not merely a language program (Larsen-Freeman, 2004). Larsen-Freeman (2004) stated that the students’ role is to attend the lessons actively and to use content to learn language and use language to learn content. Learning content and language together keeps students interested so students are not left behind in CBI lessons.

Aim and Significance of the Study

The importance of learning English is always emphasized in Turkey. However, it is widely accepted that the foreign language learning success rate is not enough (Ministry of National Education, 2017). It is already difficult for the students to integrate the target language in their real lives and make use of it actively as global citizens. A solution for this obvious problem is to make learning English a meaningful activity. That is, instead of forcing students to memorize some abstract rules of grammar and put certain vocabulary items in correct places in the blocks of sentences, they may be provided with meaningful and purposeful activities during which they need to use English in order to convey meaning. Bruton (2011) indicated that teaching English with meaningful activities sets the essence of CBI as it integrates content and language instruction. The number of studies related to content-based teaching method in English language instruction with young language learners in EFL contexts is limited as most of the studies come from bilingual and immersion programs in ESL countries (Yalçın, 2007). There is
a pressing need for further studies conducted in the EFL context to explore the efficacy of CBI in EFL. In different countries, there are studies that have worked with university students and these studies ask learners’ opinions towards CBI (Bruton, 2011; Vazquez, 2009; Zarobe & Lagabaster, 2010). Some other studies have applied to EFL teachers to learn about their experience with this method (Huang, 2011; Pladevall-Ballester & Vallbona, 2016; Snow & Brinton, 1997). According to British Council’s Survey (2013), there are problems about teaching English as a foreign language and CBI makes communication a meaningful event for students by providing an authentic language learning environment.

The present study aims at exploring the scope and effects of CBI in early English-as-a-foreign language teaching through teacher interviews. In the light of the present study, integration of content and language is recommended for a more successful EFL instruction in Turkey. The study is expected to contribute to the field of foreign language teaching in Turkish context through its scope and the implications of the findings. The present study aims to disseminate the knowledge of the effectiveness of CBI and make this instructional system more accessible in EFL contexts such as Turkey. With this purpose, it is aimed to answer the question “What are Turkish primary school EFL teachers’ views on the scope and effectiveness of CBI program specifically for early English language instruction?”

**Literature**

Content-based instruction can assist the process of concurrently learning subject matter and new language. CBLT can come in many forms and due to this reason it can be regarded as “an umbrella term for a multifaceted approach to second or foreign language teaching that… shares a common point of departure -- the integration of language teaching aims with content instruction” (Snow, 2014, p. 439).

According to Brinton, Snow, and Wesche (1989) CBLT refers to “the concurrent study of language and subject matter with the form and sequence of language presentation dictated by content material”. When the nature of this type of instruction is considered, it contrasts sharply with many other practices in which language skills are taught in isolation from the content. When language becomes the medium to convey content of interest and relevance to the learner, learners then are pointed toward matters of meaningful concern. Language has the role of a vehicle for accomplishing a set of content goals.

CBI involves the integration of content objectives such as topics covered in subject area courses into a foreign language teaching curriculum. Immersion programs are good examples of CBI. CBI is more of a philosophical orientation rather than a methodological system. Rather it shares many principles with communicative approaches to instruction and task-based learning where the learner actively takes part in the learning journey.

The reconceptualization of CBI is content and language integrated learning (CLIL) that became widespread in Europe in 2000s. Both CBI and CLIL involve meaningful integration of content into language teaching with various levels of exposure to L2. Bayyurt and Yaşın (2014) differentiate between the contexts where language learning takes place to draw a line between CBI and CLIL. While CBI pertains to the ESL contexts where language learning goes on outside of the classroom and for daily purposes, content language integrated learning (CLIL) is what takes place in EFL contexts where language instruction is limited to language classroom with few opportunities to learn outside of instructional contexts. Baker (2011) supports this differentiation by claiming that content-based second language instruction is what is observed in the US, and in Europe this is called CLIL. In language across the curriculum, students’ skills, knowledge, understanding, and attitudes are fed with the curriculum areas.

In the center of CBI are meaning negotiation-construction and focus on meaning rather than form. According to Stoller and Grabe (1997), CBI curriculum helps students develop basic interpersonal communication skills (BICS) and cognitive academic language proficiency (CALP) simultaneously. While CALP skills are academically-oriented, students are expected to develop more complex language abilities through authentic content. In EFL contexts, learners do not have enough opportunities to advance their BICS. In CBI or CLIL classrooms where the acquisition of knowledge and skills are of primary importance, the learners play the key role. CBI programs can be categorized as content-driven where content is the primary focus and language is in the secondary position and language-driven where the language is the primary focus and content instruction is incidental.
Glancing over the existing literature reporting studies on content-language integrated language instruction in Turkey, Bayyurt and Alptekin (2000) developed a thematic curriculum for young learners attending to a private school to tap into conceptual and linguistic knowledge in both native and target language. Young learners exposed to a theme-based syllabus design resulted in developing stronger language proficiency in listening/and reading/writing than the control group (2007).

In the late 20th century a wide-spread adoption of content-based curricula around the world increased the potential of increasing intrinsic motivation by shifting the attention of learners to a concurrent working of subject matter and linguistic ability. The advent of CBLT brought along challenges such as new curricula and materials and training for instructors. CBLT brings new dimensions to teaching with team-teaching models where subject area experts and language teachers work collaboratively. Task and theme based curriculum are part of CBLT.

Whether the school follows a program where English is treated as a separate subject or English is integrated as naturally as possible into the existing primary program is a question Pinter (2006) ponders upon. Some countries adopt a subject-based teaching in the primary school and thus English as a separate subject might fit better. In these contexts, English is offered in limited amounts for about two hours a week and often a specialist teacher teaches the language. Other countries have already opted for an integrated approach where English is carefully embedded into the primary curriculum. In these contexts, English is taught by the class teacher. This suggests that children have the chance to link their knowledge in mathematics, science, music, or geography with English. Some sort of integration between the rest of the curriculum and the foreign language sounds logical for numerous reasons. Because younger children learn holistically, integrating English into other learning would be logical. Recycling various concepts and words in a foreign language can reinforce previously taught information.

In many contexts, English is used across the curriculum in a systematic way throughout the primary years. In such contexts, Content and Language Integrated Learning (CLIL) is often used. This is very similar to integrating language and content in multilingual classrooms in that both content and language are developed simultaneously. In Finland, children start English at the age of nine and have a gradual increase of English throughout their primary school. English language learning can be integrated to other aspects of the curriculum such as geography, arts, and mathematics, and by the end of primary school, children may end up using English as often as their mother tongue.

It is often assumed that integrated teaching or content-based teaching is associated with large amounts of ongoing contact hours because it is not possible to engage students with lacking proficiency in meaningful, content relevant activities. However, an interesting study in the USA found that this was not the case. Huang, a China-based researcher, conducted a study in 2003 with children aged 9-11 enrolled in a Chinese as a FL program in the USA. These children were learning Chinese for two hours per week and did not have Chinese speaking relatives to practice with outside school. Despite these limitations, the teachers decided to implement a content-driven program. This meant that the cultural content was first planned and language emerged from meaningful cultural topics such as comparing the daily routines of Chinese and American children of similar ages. In this study, children found content-driven teaching motivating and fulfilling and with the use of good visuals and other supporting materials, the learners, despite limited proficiency, were able to communicate with each other and learn new content through the target language. This research may inspire other teachers working with lower level classes of children to explore the opportunities of content-based teaching.

Content-based instruction is “an approach to second language teaching in which teaching is organized around the content or information that students will acquire, rather than around a linguistic or other type of syllabus” (Richards & Rodgers, 2001, p. 204). CBI integrates language learning through content instruction. The target language is practiced through a subject matter. This is thought to be a natural way of developing target language skills and it corresponds to the way the first language is originally learnt. Students acquire the target language unconsciously. Content-based teaching differs from traditional language classes because language comes second to the content. Meyer (2010) stated that learners create their own language and understanding and develop their skills.

The basic premise of CBI in language learning is that learning takes place effectively when language learners are exposed to meaningful input and when they are required to complete purposeful
tasks. The curricula in CBI settings are organized around content rather than mere forms and structures. CBI fosters students’ communicative competence in foreign language (Stryker & Leaver, 1997). Students are exposed to a considerable amount of language while learning content. Communicative classrooms are characterized by activities and tasks that have a purpose and require meaningful exchange of information (Met, 1998).

Ideal conditions that Krashen proposes for second language learning hold another implication for CBI classroom. Krashen (1985) suggested that methods that provide language learners with comprehensible input can be more effective than mere memorization of language forms and vocabulary items provides learners with opportunities to use language as a means for meaningful interaction like real-life situations. CBI provides learners with opportunities to use language as a means for meaningful interaction like real-life situations. Students have real-life experiences in language classrooms as purposeful activities are organized. It affects students’ success positively (Bruton, 2013). CBI suggests second language instruction to be similar to the first language acquisition. CBI tries to provide learners with conditions that are similar to real-life conditions so that language learners can learn a second language through contextual cues, meaningful, and purposeful activities. CBI enables students to reach knowledge in situations that are close to real life situations and it can be a way to build a connection between what is learned in school and what is experienced in real-life settings.

Content-centered, content-related, content-enriched, content-based instruction (CBI) also referred to as content and language integrated learning (CLIL) for young language learners is a way to contextualize language instruction by integrating it with other learning, especially what is being taught and learned in other classes. It provides opportunities to reinforce the academic skills and knowledge learned in other classes and draws on topics and activities to bring the experiences of learning another language to those academic content areas (Crandall, 1994, 1998; Curtain & Dahlberg, 2010). It connects English curriculum with other parts of the students’ academic lives. It can also make English for young learners (EYL) much more interesting and engaging. If we are teaching about wild animals, learning about where they live (geography) and what they eat (science) will connect English to what they have been learning in other classes. We can grow beans in a pot when reading Jack and the Beanstalk in our EYL classes (science). Students can even plan a simple budget for a class party and calculate the money needed to buy cake and juice (math). There is so much content that can be used as the basis for motivating children to learn English and to support their academic achievement as well.

While integrating academic content with English is important for all learners, it becomes increasingly important as children get older, they need to study a subject through the medium of English. In a real world, people learn language and content simultaneously, as can young learners in EYL classes. We can incorporate local and national culture for content in the EYL class. Local traditions, stories, folktales, games, customs and rituals, and holidays are included and children’s experiences in their own language are linked to the new language: English.

To understand content-based instruction, we need to have a better grasp of contextualizing language instruction. We also need to understand how they pick up on their first language. Children learn their first language in an environment in which they have authentic or real reasons to use the language; they are surrounded by its use and they are highly motivated to use it. In language classes, there is less reason to use the language or to be motivated to do so. We need to provide reasons for children to use English to motivate them and engage them and to connect the classroom with home, neighborhood and community. Genesee (2000) points out that ‘instruction for young language learners, in particular, should take into account their need for context-rich, meaningful environments. There are ways to contextualize language instruction: bright and lively posters or pictures related to the theme of the lesson, displays of children’s drawings, stories, or other work, realia (objects related to the theme or story), a storytelling corner where children can sit on the floor close to the teacher while she reads a story.

**Content-Based Instruction in EFL Classes**

The main contribution of CBI to foreign language learning is to acquire the language skills and content at the same time for the students and the content-based teaching will create a language learning environment which increases the importance of content in language teaching by putting an end to the
artificial dissection of form and function in foreign language classes (Yalçın, 2013). In this way, it will be possible to motivate students and increase the productivity of the English learning process. It is concluded that CBI in foreign language teaching is an effective method and it may become possible to make this method a preferable one especially for environments, like Turkey, where English is offered as a foreign language. Although the positive effects of CBI are obvious in EFL context for primary school students, there is limited number of studies in this context.

Content-based teaching has not been proposed recently. In 1970s, teaching language was integrated into other subject areas (Larsen-Freeman, 2004). To ensure quality of English language education, a continuous discussion of the needs of the English language learners and different teaching models have been presented (Krashen, 2003; Short, 1993; Snow, Met & Genesee, 1989). Harmer (2007) indicated that these models, however, are usually not used in public school settings, but in adult ESL environments or college ESL classes at English language institutes. The rising trend is for primary schools to build interdisciplinary curricula around contents to promote more learning (Loepp, 1999). Lasagabaster and Sierra (2009) stated that as a result of working hard to develop students’ foreign language skills, education departments in Europe revealed that CBI is the best way to improve students’ foreign language skills. It is suggested as an alternative to bottom-up approaches, ending the unnatural distinction of language and content, which is the result of grammar-based monitoring (Wesche & Skehan, 2002). CBI focuses on integrating content and language learning in dynamic and relevant learning environments built on ‘bottom-up’ initiatives as well as ‘top-down’ policy (Coyle, 2007). It provides students a large view of the subject. Instead of word forms or sentence structures, students focus on meanings. According to Meyer (2010), classroom content focuses on global problems while connecting the daily lives of students and their interest so it is meaningful.

CBI in EFL context has already proved its merits as shown by several studies. Zhang and Ke (2017) conducted a research concentrating on the relationship between CBI and English learning ability. They indicated that CBI has a positive impact on primary school students’ autonomous learning ability. The research tries to explore the students’ English autonomous learning ability through CBI with a questionnaire. The students were divided into two groups: CBI and traditional grammar-translation group. As a result, the application of CBI has a positive impact on students’ English learning ability thanks to changes in students’ autonomous learning psychology, self-paced learning ability and thus autonomy.

Goris (2019) collected longitudinal results from research analysing the impact of CBI on pupil EFL acquisition. The study was conducted in Italy, the Netherlands and Germany. In each of these countries, four groups took part: two groups with CBI and two groups in mainstream classes. Mainstream classes can be described as grammar schools. According to pre and post-test results, it was concluded that CBI provided better EFL learning opportunities for primary school students. Students improved their vocabulary, reading comprehension and idiomatic skills.

Content-based instruction is based on a learner-centred learning environment in which the teachers’ role is mentoring. In such a learning environment, students are expected to connect their prior knowledge and experiences with what is presented as new subject matter. Learning becomes meaningful when the learners apply their already existing schemata and skills into new learning situations (Genesee, 1994). CBI lessons activate already existing background knowledge. Learners add up new schema through subject-matter and learning becomes meaningful. As a result, it decreases the anxiety and increases students’ motivation and self-confidence. CBI enables learner to grasp the new information with the help of the previous learning. Met (1998) emphasizes that authentic experiences in meaningful contexts promote learning. In a CBI classroom, learners are able to connect pieces of information with what they have learnt in other lessons.

**CBI and Curriculum Development**

Rather than forms, functions and situations, subject should be in the center in a CBI curriculum. In CBI, students are asked to look for the overall meaning before attending to the sentence level such as vocabulary and syntax. Students must learn to think what content means in order to know what they are looking for in language. In this way, they learn language through content.
An authentic language and text is used in CBI while teaching language. The core materials in CBI are used with the subject matter of the content course. Coyle (2007) recommends that authentic materials are identified and utilized. As students focus on the subject matter, they acquire linguistic ability. Students practice the target language through various subjects. This is a natural way of developing language skills and it corresponds to the way the first language is acquired (Stryker & Leaver, 1997). Learning activities should focus on understanding and conveying meaningful messages and they should include realistic tasks using authentic materials (Bruton, 2011). Nonetheless, finding teaching materials such as texts that are lower than students’ level can affect students negatively. Meyer (2010) stated that if the teacher simplifies the text according to students’ proficiency level, students can benefit from authentic materials in any content area. Teachers should select the content carefully not to face any problems about language and the topic in target language teaching process. Students develop a mechanism to deal with the target language in other contexts and it fosters the development of foreign language skills (Stryker& Leaver, 1997). Generally teachers believe that some grammatical rules and vocabulary must be learned first. However, this kind of a view does not allow students to learning language by using it. It cannot be a model of how people communicate in EFL context. There are some suggested teaching strategies for teachers: using context effectively, recycling information, exploiting students’ background knowledge and schemata, using pair work or group work (Met, 1991; Stryker& Leaver, 1997).

The content and learning activities should be appropriate to students’ needs and interests. CBI curriculum must meet students’ needs and it needs to be flexible (Coyle, 2007). When teachers monitor students carefully, they could be aware of students’ needs. Coyle (2007) indicated that teachers can make necessary adjustments in the curriculum in this way. As Krashen (1982) stated with ‘low affective filter’, the teacher should always be aware of students’ needs. When students feel demotivated, they might lose their interest towards the target language. Teachers should care about their students’ thoughts while designing the curriculum. There is a strong relation between content and language growth (Stryker & Leaver, 1997). When the content material is abstract and challenging for students, it could be difficult to teach content. Stryker and Leaver (1997) stated that choosing content relevant to students’ experience could be helpful for students to acquire the target language. Students could comprehend the target language with visuals and their concrete experience with the help of suitable contents (Harmer, 2007).

Method

The present research aims to examine EFL teachers’ views on the scope and effectiveness of CBI program specifically targeting at early English instruction. This research is based on qualitative design. Having conducted open-ended interviews with the teachers involved in the study, the research analyzed the data qualitatively with codes emerging into themes. The current study involved semi-structured interviews in order to get an in-depth understanding of the views of teachers on the scope and effectiveness of a CBI program. To give the participants the opportunity to express their thoughts and feelings in detail, semi-structured interview was the preferred data collection method. The researcher interviewed three teachers that are the EFL teachers of each class.

Setting and Participants

The setting is a private institution following content-based instruction method for primary-level English instruction. All the third and fourth grade classes had a main English teacher and there were three teachers that were interviewed for this study. The teachers were asked to learn about their English CBI program practice and young language learners’ skills development. They are non-native, EFL teachers with varying levels of experiences in teaching. EFL teaching experience ranged between three to seven years.

Data Collection and Data Analysis

Data collection process took about an academic semester which was approximately three months. In this timeframe, teachers were interviewed about their perspectives in the effectiveness the CBI lessons and content-based instruction in general. The interviews were carried out mainly in English even though the interviewees were given the option of conducting the interview in Turkish as well. The teachers were asked questions based on the “Teacher Interview Schedule”. There were questions about students’ general performances in CBI lessons, their point of view towards CBI and the difficulties that
the students encounter. The teachers involved in the study were also interviewed about their perspectives in terms of CBI lessons and program. The interviews were carried out in English and the entire interview was audio-recorded. There were three teachers and each teacher lectured one class at grades 3 and 4; each were given a pseudonym as T1, T2 and T3. Teachers were asked open-ended questions (see Appendix I).

Teacher interview data rich with in-service English teacher reflection were analysed via content analysis procedures. In order to analyse the qualitative data collected from interviews, the researchers first listened to the recordings multiple times. This was necessary to gain familiarity with the content and second to generate codes (Creswell, 2007; Denzin & Lincoln, 2003). For transcription purposes. The transcriptions were coded to determine meaning units based on research questions and literature.

In order to ensure reliability of the coding of in-service English teacher interviews on CBI, two coders worked with the data and an inter-coder agreement was reported to overcome potential reliability and validity concerns. The most commonly emerging codes and the themes were listed in the findings section. The coding and the rest of the analyses were done by two raters and the scoring agreement (Fraenkel, Wallen, & Hyun, 2012) reached 80%, indicating that the agreement was reasonably high.

**Findings**

This chapter reveals the findings of the research which is aimed at exploring the effects of CBI in foreign language teaching through teacher interview. Emerging themes after the coding of the teachers’ responses are presented as following:

Table 1. Summary of the Data from the Teacher Interviews

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Common statement</th>
<th>f</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Defining CBI</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>authentic/ natural method</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>connecting target language and content</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Differences of CBI</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>providing permanent learning</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>teaching implicitly</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CBI as a good model</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fostering curiosity</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>attracting students’ interest</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serving the needs of our country</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>easy to arrange according to students’ needs</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>convenient to include the advances in technology</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Being effective</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>autonomous students</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>positive attitudes towards target language</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Teachers’ thoughts towards CBI</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>satisfaction</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>being a modern teacher</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>improving teaching skills</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reasons to continue teaching with CBI</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>increasing curiosity</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>student collaboration</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enjoyment</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Difficulties that teachers encounter</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>finding contents according to all students’ interests</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>content knowledge of teachers themselves</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[
f = \text{frequency} \quad 45\]
Teachers’ Background Knowledge about CBI

Firstly, teachers were asked to explain CBI with their own words and explain what makes it different than the other teaching programs. CBI was defined commonly as a bridge that needs to be created while teaching the target language and the content together for the second language learners. T1 stated that “I believe that teaching the significant information and language together is possible only when we use CBI in our education system.” In addition, teachers indicated that CBI is a natural and authentic teaching method that resembles the way of acquiring native language. T3 explained “We learn vocabulary and grammatical structures in daily matters in a gradual and natural process with CBI. So it can be concluded that CBI is a relatively natural method that we use to teach a new language.”

They stated that CBI focuses on integrating the learning of a language with learning of contents or academic subjects in the classroom rather than learning the language itself as one of the differences of CBI. T2 indicated that “As the structure and vocabulary of the target language are given indirectly with in a content that is age appropriate, it’s less intimidating for the learners, - especially the young ones - and also more interesting.” Similarly, T1 explained the difference of CBI as “Since CBI is not interested in teaching just grammar, vocabulary etc., it has a billion of content to teach the language in harmony with the topics. This is the main difference that provides permanent learning”. While comparing CBI with other teaching programs, they indicated the positive effect of teaching target language by integrating it with content. Based on the overall primary English teachers’ statements, it can be concluded that they all agreed it would be important to adopt CBI in our education system.

Perspective in Effectiveness

Teachers also touched upon their own feelings during the instructional applications. They all agreed that CBI was a beneficial model for students and it fosters students’ interest and curiosity. T1 stated: “CBI gives us a great chance to teach language as well. For example, most of the teachers find simple past tense easy to teach. They show the grammar, time adverbials. After all, they assume that students learn all aspects of simple past tense. However, we teach simple past tense with an interesting topic like ‘history of inventions’. Students become curious to learn the past of planes, cars, phones etc. When we get their attention, we can teach simple past tense really easily. This example shows that CBI is beneficial for our children.” T3 went: “With interesting contents, students are really curious to learn new things. They do not learn the language in a traditional way which was mostly used in the language classes; they have the ability use the language in their lessons to participate. Additionally, according to teachers, none of the students are missing in the class and generally all the students are attending the lessons. Meaning, there is something for all the students.” T3 indicated that not all the students are equally competent in all the subjects so with CBI you get the chance to include each student in the learning process through these different subjects. Moreover, T2 stated: “The most effective aspect of it is its being convenient to include the advances in technology, the most recent topics and developments, daily matters, etc. in your lesson plans. The world is changing rapidly and so do the topics that people are interested in. So if you keep your content up-to-date with your students’ interests, you can provide a more thriving learning environment.”

It can be concluded that teachers feel beneficial and effective when they teach the contents and language together. As they study different topics and subjects to offer, they feel productive. The students become more autonomous and independent. They have fun while teaching the target language with content and so do their students.

Additionally, it was reported that students enjoy CBI lessons mostly. They attend the lessons eagerly. CBI motivates them towards learning a second language. They indicated that CBI helps students participate in the class because learners are expected to be more active in different roles and cooperate with each other. Teachers emphasized those positive attitudes towards CBI increasing the overall quality of learning.

Appropriateness to Turkey and Turkish Students’ Needs

According to the teachers, CBI can easily be arranged according to our children’s needs. CBI is not a program that you cannot change or modify. T2 indicated that “In a world that changes and develops every day, we can combine the language and the content effectively thanks to using CBI”. CBI enables
teachers to teach the language and the content in a context-embedded manner. Another aspect of CBI is its convenience to include the advances in technology, the most recent topics and developments and daily matters in your lesson plans. T1 explained it as “The world is changing rapidly and so do the topics that people are interested in. So if you keep your content up-to-date with your students’ interests, you can provide a more thriving learning environment” especially considering the limited amount of English exposure of young English learners in Turkey. As a conclusion, CBI helps students participate in the class as active leaners, adopting different roles, cooperating with each other and enhancing the quality of language learning for young learners in Turkey.

Challenges in CBI Lessons

Although teaching and learning through the content is fun and worthwhile for students and teachers, teachers touched upon certain difficulties. While designing the curriculum and selecting the themes, students’ interests should be taken into consideration. T1 pointed out the importance of curriculum design as “If the students are not attracted by the topic or they are already intimidated by the subject such as mathematics, it can be challenging to include them in the lesson.” Similarly, T2 stated that “There are some topics that are not so attractive for certain young language learners. For example fashion units are not most favourable content/theme for boys. It was not easy to take their attention during the whole unit. It was the only difficulty of CBI program for me: finding a common ground for all of my young learners.”

It is stated by the teachers that CBI is useful for students and teachers. CBI offers students to have a successful learning atmosphere. Although it takes time to plan and create materials and there are some challenges, the results should be taken into consideration because learner readiness, teacher knowledge and the balance between the language and the content are key points of CBI model.

Conclusion and Discussion

The results supported the existing literature that language and content integration provides the opportunity for meaningful communication in purposeful social and academic contexts. Language learning occurs when learners are exposed to target language while learning a subject matter through the language. Research on CBI programs is quite limited in the EFL context (Yalçın, 2007). The present study, having studied with a unique group who were English language instructors of young language learners at a primary English education program in Turkey, aimed to further extend the existing literature by exploring the effect of language and content integration on early language learning through teacher interview.

The research question was about the Turkish EFL teachers’ views on the scope and effectiveness of CBI program. For this purpose, the teachers answered open-ended questions about students’ language development. The questions were about students’ general performances in CBI lessons and teacher perspectives on the program. The content-analysis of the interviews with teachers revealed some patterns and effectiveness was one of the most significant terms emerging as a theme. Participating teachers indicated that CBI affected students’ performance and their views towards foreign language learning positively and it enabled students to improve their target language skills. Teachers further explicated that CBI lessons affected students’ views towards other subjects, too. Those study findings are aligned with the literature supporting content-based instruction (Brown, 2011; Cameron, 2001; Shin & Crandall, 2014). After teaching EFL with CBI, teachers indicated that they had great satisfaction of being a modern and effective teacher thanks to CBI program. Additionally, they note that they feel like they improve their knowledge and skills with CBI. Teacher interviews confirm that with CBI, lessons are more fun and productive and that in-service English language teachers’ professional development on content-based language instruction should be an integral component (Celce-Murcia, Brinton, & Snow, 2014).

Having investigated the nature of an English program following CBI at primary levels, the present study reports evidence in positive impact of the program on the learners and the teachers. Integration of language and content yields beneficial results for every stake-holder. The results of the present study have the curricular and pedagogical implications that language and content integration provide a meaningful and purposeful learning context for students. When language is a medium for meaningful communication through authentic interactions, activities have a real purpose and require an
authentic exchange of meaning. The subject matter learning enables learners to improve their reading and writing skills as they are able to develop schemata about a subject through the course and the learners are able to apply already existing schema into new learning situations.

The widespread idea in early language learning and teaching is that children best acquire when they are immersed in a context where natural exposure to the target language takes place with the use of authentic language learning tools. The study had limitations such as a small sample size. Yet the interview data provided us with an in-depth in-service teacher reflection and insight for the scope and effectiveness of a CBI program for young English language learners. As for the directions for future studies, conducting studies with larger sample sizes, including multiple institutions, and working with teachers who are familiar with CBI and those who are not, are several recommended paths.
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Appendix- Teacher Interview Schedule

1. What is CBI in your own words? How would you define it? What is in the nature of it?

2. What does CBI do differently than other instructional programs?

3. Do you think CBI is a good model for your students? Why? Can you give some examples?
   a) Do you think CBI serves the need of our country? Our country’s children?
   b) Do you think CBI is an effective one? If so, which aspect of it is effective?

4. Did using CBI activities during the lessons have any effect on your thoughts and attitudes?
   Can you give some examples?

5. Do you want to continue teaching English with CBI during the following academic terms?
   Can you explain the reasons why or why not?

6. What were the conveniences and difficulties that you encounter during CBI lessons?

7. Is there anything that you want to add or explain about CBI lessons?